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Sprint Evaluation
What is the progress of your project in this sprint? What goals are achieved? What problems are overcome? 
If you are updating your plans what are your justifications?

We have started to draw ER diagram of database and  UML diagram. We have started to write codes for 
Android applications for the first time. We have talked with Selim Temizer and Veysi İşler for guiding us on  
how to solve problems we will face about augmented reality. We have written the start-up documentation and
uploaded to openproject system. We have made research about augmented reality libraries and applications 
for Android devices.

Team evaluation
How well your is team working together? How many meetings did you hold? Are you planning any changes 
in your cooperation strategy? Which work is completed by which member (in a Gannt chart)?

We have arranged a meeting  at every weekend and we tried to finish  our tasks which are assigned to each 
team members. Sometimes we hold a group meeting for writing documents. We have made some changes on 
our plan which are stated in the following section.

Task Assigned Member 1st

week
2nd

week
3rd

week
Use case analysis(T11), Library 
research(T12), Write a game story(T13), 

Musa Karabulut T11 T13 T12

Use case analysis(T11), Server 
setup(T14), Write a game story(T13), 

Metin Kapı T11 T13 T14

Use case analysis(T11), Write a game 
story(T13)

Mustafa Şenol Coşar T11 T13

Use case analysis(T11), Market 
analysis(T15)

Tahir Şahin T11 T15
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What are your backlog updates?

1. We have added extra tasks which are “Use Case Analysis”, “Library Research”, ”Server Setup”, 
”Market Analysis”  and “Write Game Stories”  to our start-up document because we think that these 
tasks are necessary.

2. Server-side script coding  may not finish in Sprint 3.We may need to postpone this task to second 
term. 
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